
!l!HE CLOSED VESSEL APPABATUS AT KIRKEE* 
By Mr. G. Sivaramakrishnan, hsp%c\torate of Military Explosives Kirkee 
1. The Closed Vessel- 
The closed vessel a t  Kirkee is an ARD Type No. 21. In essence, it i s  

a strong cylindrical chamber 6" by 3" diameter made in three pieces, one 
hollow cylinder* and two end Mocks. One end block carries a control 
valve for evacuation or release of the gases inside. It also carries an in- 
sulated electrode. The inside end of this electrode projects as $ pin into the 
chamber. A similar pin is mounted direct on the block. For ignition, tt. 
thin nichrome wire soldered across these is exploded by the discharge from a 
condenser. The other end block carries a piezo-electric pressure gauge. Gas 
tightness a t  high pressures is effected by two braas rings between the end blocks 
and a liner in the bore, on the partially supported ares principle. Erosion is 
high at these temperatures. Therefore, all sharp edges and corners are protect- 
ed by plasticine which is used also to fill'up all channels and crevices. The cham- 
berso prepared is truly cylindrical. Its volume is therefore calculated direct- 
ly from measured dimensions. It varies between 706 cc. with new brass rings 
and 699 cc. for old ones. The actual value for each firing is noted to an accuracy 
of 0.1 ac. The pressure from the chamber is communicated to the crystal of 
the piezo gauge by a precise cylindrical piston rod. The diameter is measured, 
accurately so that the thrust on the crystal can be calculated for any pressure. 

Piezo Gauge. An X cut quartz crystal 0.395 in. diameter, 0- 125 inch thick 
is used in the gauge. The electrode a t  the forward end is earthed through the 
bomb. The hinder end electrode is highly insulated and connected by a con- 
centric shielded cable to the D.C. Amplifier. With the calibrating switch 
contacts etc., in the same input, considerable trouble was experienced in getting 
and maintaining the requisite insulation (about 250,000 megohms). Values 
under 100 megohms have been obtained during la& monsoon. Well known 
remedies like Paraffin Wax, Ceresine Wax and some high insulation varnishes 
were tried without the requisite improvement. Curiously, the less well 
known, but simple beeswax-rosin composit,bn proved successful. The 
components are now dessicated, and vacuum impregnated with a carefully 
prepared melt of beeswax-rosin mixture. fl 

D. C. AmpliJier. This is a standard German Army equipment made by 
Ziess Ikon. It consists of a discharge tube stabilised power supply, and a two 
valve amplifier. The first valve is of electrometer type, with input resistance 
over 1014 hms. The second is a high y triode. When received at 
Kirkee, the output of this unit had a mains ripple of about 1 volt. The zero 
was also insufficiently steady and not easily reset. Considerable modifica- 
tion of the circuit was found necessary to reduce these defects. The present 
layout gives a ripple of less than 50 m V. The zero stoadiness is better than 
1 per cent. per hour after warming up and less than 0.1  per cent. per 10 per cent. 
variation of mains voltage. The overall amplification is about fifty." The 
frequency response is flat to 2 dbs. upto 100 kc. The amplitude response 
is flat to cne per cent. over a range of one volt input and is corrected to 0.1 
per cent. by calibration. - -- - - * Paper resd at a meeting of the Defence Science Organisation in April ?962. 
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Cathode Ray Tube. A 12 cm Screen ~ i e s s  Ikon Cathode Ray Tube, with 
electrostatic defle~tion plates is used to record the amplifier output. The 
cathode ray spot is focussed by a lens system on a vertically driven drum 
camera. The lens has a maximum aperture of nearly f/l - 6  with adjustment8 
for b e  focussing and correcting residual spherical aberration. No technical 
details are available about the lens. Usually the lens is used a t  f/18 but even 
at f/28, a writing speed of 15 metres is obtainable with a cathode current of less 
than 10 microamperes. The definition is excellent under these  condition^. 
Different individuals, in actual test, rarely differ by more than 0.002 cm. in 
the measurements of well focussed curves. 

Automatic Controlling and Calihratilzg Unit. The unit was built a t  Kirkee, 
to get proper sequencing of the operations required for a pressure-time record. 
In preliminary work, a  umber of sources of error were noticed. Pirstly, 
the oscillograph record was undesirably affected by the magnetic field of the 
coils operating the camera shutters. The amplifier characteristic was some- 
what variable with warming up and it was desirable to do a voltage-deflection 
curve immediately before the pressure-time curve. The photographic 
paper could not be clamped ts the camera drum tight enough to prevent a sag- 
ging error. The high resistance input easily picked up even minute leakages 
from high voltage points and mains and vitiated the pressure record. These 
have all been eliminated more or less completely by this unit. On operating 
a switch, the relays operating the shutters of the cathode ray tube are operated 
by the discharge of a condenser. There is therefore no interfering standing 
magnetic field. After one revolution of the drum, voltages 1 SO, -9, - 8  etc. t'o 
0.1 and 0.0 (checked against a standard Weston cell) are fed into the input of 
the amplifier. . The input is discharged and left insulated. The camera is 
allowed to run freely one more round as a check for stray pick up and then a 
40 mP condenser charged to 400 volts is discharged into the thin nichrome 
ignition wire insiae the closed vessel. This starts the explosive train. The 
pressure build up is recorded in succession by piezo gauge, the D.C. Amplifier, 
the Cathode Ray Tube and the Drum Camera. The arrangement is such that 
during the recording sequence no part of the automktic controller is a t  a voltage 
sensibly different from earth, and no interfering pulses are present. This 
eliminates spurious pick-ups and the various delays built into the recording 
.sequence, provide (1) an accurat,e datum line (2) a direct voltage deflection 
curve and (3) a close check for the absence of spurious pick-ups and (4) an 
accurate zero-pressure line. 

UTith these changes, the measurements and conlput+tion have been made 
considerably easier and free from ambiguity. 

2. Taking a pressure~time record. - .  

A charge of propellant sufficient to give the required density of loading 
is carefully sampled. The standard density of loading is 0.200. Thc sizes are 
rrleasl~red, the charge is weighed and placed inside the prepared bomb. The 
amplifier, CR Tube, Calibrator and the motor of the druni camera are, one by 
one, got steady. The piezo gauge is mounted in the. calibrating press. The 
press cam is adjusted ( to  the required .thrust. The amplifier and CR-tube 
having been warmed up, a calibrating rec.~rd of the gauge is taken 
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on the drum camera. This gives a series of marks corresponding to 0.0, 
0.1,0.2 etc., volts up to 1.0 volt for the overall charact~rist~ic curve of the 
recorder. At the end of the marks, it gives also tlie voltage across a silvered 
mica condenser, that has been charged by the piezo-gauge. The gauge is t-hen 

. 

replaced in its end block. The end blocks are then sorewed in. 

The bomb chamber is evacuated and filled successively with one-6fth 
ethylene, two fifths oxygen and two-fifths air. This gives on ignition a gas 
mixture very close to the comrr~on powder gases, and thus gives l a s t  disturbance 
to the final equilibrium. The weight of this gas is taken as part of the propel- w 
lant charge (about 0-82 g). 

After filling with the gas mixture ; the leads to  the ignition wire and piezo 
gaugs are connected, the room is cleared of all personnel and then closed. 

With the amplifier, calibrator, C.R. tube and motor speed in steady con- 
dition, the press switch is operated. This operates in sequence, 

(1) the timer shutter, which puts in millisecond marks on the sensitive 
paper ; 

(2) the cathode ray tube shut.ter, which keeps open to the very end ; 
(3) delays the voltage calibration marks for one revolution of the camera, 

and t,hus allows the CR tube to draw an accurate zero line ; 
(4) runs the voltage calibration switch which provides the overall calibra- 

tion check on the amplifier, a fraction of a second before the actual recording 
pressure curve ; 

(5) leaves the gauge input to amplifier, highly irlsillated and delays the 
firin? for one more revolution of the camera to allow examination for any 
poss~ble disturbances in this highly insulated condit.ion ; and 

(6) closes the firing switch which heats up the ignition wire. 

The pressure-time curve is then recorded on the paper by CR Tube spot. 
 bout half a minute later, the gas is let out from the bomb end the pressure 
guage removed to the calibrating press and one more record taken. 

The paper is developed, dried carefully to eliminate distration of paper 
during drying. 

3. Mensurenwnt and Computation. The curve is aligned under the micro- 
scope for minjmum sag and ripple error. Tht voltages due to calibrating press 
before and after explosion are measured. These repeat to within 0.3 per cent. 
in satisfactory recording. The maximum pressure voltage in the explosive is 
observed. The calibration curve for the explosion pressure is next calculated. 
These corrections with those of ripple ill the datum line are applied to all 
readings, thus converting them d l  to an idealised linear scale. The maxi- 
mum pressure (P max) so got is divided into 50 intervals and the pressure 
readings corresponding to 0.980, 0.940, 0.900 etc. to 0 02 P max. calculated. 
Corrections for calibration etc., are applied to each of these to convert them back 
to actual microscope readings and the mioroscopG cram wires brought in to cut 
the curve symmetrically. The times corresponding to the various pressures are 
noted. The time mark= are also measured, Tfis completes the meas~trement. 
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Basis of ,Covr~put;rtion; The law of buruing by parallel layers is assumed. 
On this basis by purely geometric methods the relation between cp the fraction 
burnt of charge (C) and f the fraction of web (D) left unburnt is deduced. A 
tabular form is then prepared giving df/dy for all the values of cp from 0 to 1.0 
in steps of 0.02. , 

df 
For long tuies e.g., cp = 1 - f and --- = -1 

dcp 

and for cords, cp = 1 -. fa, 

As the samples used in closed vessel are about 4-5 inches long with a size 
under O.05 inches, the condition for infinite tubes and cords is sufficiently satis- 
fied. 

The burning law is assumed to be 

d f a - D - = p p which involves f. at 
As however the records give only the relation P-t, the eqiration of state is neces- 
sary to link P with f through cp. The Abel's form of this equation wnlild be 

......................... After burning P,,, [ V - yc ] Z- RTC. (2) 
From the measuring microscope, we have time readings for various presiurep; 

...... p = Y ~ U X .  fy = 00.2,0.04.. ..etc.) 
Dividing (1) by (2) and rearranging wo get 

which becomes on putting C[V = A = the density of loading, 

(? - 1/61 A Putting ---- =- 8 where 6 is 
1 --,a 

a smsll fraction, about 0.08 to 0.09 under normal conditions, 
(3) can be arranged as 
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On differentiating both side and rearranging we get 

The burning equation can be now rewritten as 
I 

\ I df - d 9 
p- 

dy dl . dt = - p/D p . . . . . , . . . . . . . . .  . (3)  . dy d v 
I 

The first factor on the left is got from the tables already prepared. The second 
factor is got from (4\, and dy/dt, the tangent at y is taken as identical with 
the chord connepting y f- 0.04 and y -- 0.01.. 

dv The corresponding time readings are taken and - 
dt  

calculatecl thus 

The factors on tlhe left hand side of (5) are then rr~ultiplied together and tabulat- 
ed as df/dt against values of y. A gaphical plot is then made as a first check 
between log (df/dt) and log y. The points usuaUy fit a straight line-between 
y = 0.12 and y = .O.&i. Above 0.84 there is a sudden sag for tubes. With 
cords the sa,g starts at 0.80. ,Rejecting these points, a least square fit is made 
for the other points and the values of a and p determined therefrom. The 
standard deviation of the data is also noted. Tn good records this is under 
one per cent. 

It would be noticed that a straight line fit would be possible i.e., the least 
standard deviation obtained only if 

(1) the index law of b 4 (  
i 

1 g is obeyed, 
\ 

(2) the values of coefficients are correct in the form function 
y = (1-f) (1 .f Of), 

4 

(3) the x .ues  of d cPJdy due to GO-volume and de&ity of loading are 
correct, - -- 

(I) that the burning constant p is not varying with the fraction burnt, 

(5) that the index (a) is not varying with 9, 

(6) tbat no change of form is caused by the dpnimic pressure,s of the 
gases during burning, and 

(7) that there is no splintering or nonuniform ignition or nonuniform 
burning. 

Unlike the gun, no adjustable constants to fit the firing data are avail- 
able. So the method can be used as a check (more or less rigorous) on all the 
above seven conditions. 
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FWC! cortstant. After burning, the equation of state gives 

P,,, (V - ?c) = r )  11 To C = F C 
This can be rearranged as 

I 

P ma,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a (1 - A) = F. . (A) 
i 

It would appear that this (particul&ly if P,,;. is measured at different 
. As) would lead to direct and accurate values of P and q. Unfortunately, the 

P,,,. recorded in C. V. requires a CooIing correction, whose value is known to be 
abmt 4 per cent. for normal propellants. The actual value depends on the . 
flame temperature and density of loading in a way pot yet clearly understood. 
The cooling curve itself shows cooling to be non-linear with time. These un- 
certaint'ies-make the attainable precision of direct F measurements from the 
closed vessel much ltss than those obtainable by purely physico-chemical $81- . 

culations. The closed vessel figure however is a close check on the accuraoy of 
the various astwmptions made in the physico-chemical method. Experimental 
values of F, are repeatable to 0.2 per cent. for gun propellants but because of 
the uncertainties ment,iohed, differences of'the order of 1 per cent. from cal- 
culated values occur with diflerent compositions. This. is also the experience 
d t h  C'S-iR in UK, The metbod is probably capable of further development. 

Co-volume. f t has been nientioned that (6) gives co-volume also, if Pmax. 
is measured at different densities of loading. For example 

Pl/Al-- PZl& which giva 4 r -- ................ . p1- p, (7) 
\ 

Although As can be measured to any required accuracy and P ma,. is 
repeatable to 0.2 per cent, r )  values are not so accurate. The causes are 
again due to the cooling corrections to P ,,. being dependant on densities of 
loading and only approximate. Moreover, Pl/Al - P,ln, is a small term 
affected by the full errors of both P1 and P, measure2ents. I t  would be notic- 
ed that the maximum error, 

8 r) 8 Pl/al -k 8 P2/n2 - -- - - - with salues of a, = 0.2, 
r) p1/nl - p,/a, PI+ P, 

A, = 0.1. and P1 -. P, = 9 tons and 6P2 = 6P, 1/10 tons. 
One obtains dr)/r) =- 0.13 i.e., 13 per cent. max. error. 

Of course by replication the probable error cak be reduced consider+bly 
below this maximum possible error. P r e s ~ r e s  can at present be measured only 
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to an accuracy of 0.03 ton a t  best. On the whole, the best values of y obtainable 
by the cloaed vessel cannot be expected to be better than 2 per cent. in 
accuracy for tlie present. The values from U.K. are usually calculated from 
Corner's formula. The closed vessel figure, however, provides an experimental 
check on the calculated figure. 

Rate of burning constants p and a. It has already been shown that these 
are got by a least square fit to the full data from the pressure-time curve. 
Usually three to six separate firings are taken and the average values chosen . 
for the final fit. The standard deviation is usually under 1 per cent. for 
satisfactory curves. The burning constant P is qorntally reliable to one 
per cent:and u to two per cent. 

. df 
Form fulzctiola I t  has been shown before that plots of Log - against 

dt 

Log y follow a straight line only, if among other things, the form func- 
tion is also correct. 

For example, if in cp = (1 - f )  (1 + 8 f), 8 is taken 0.01 in place of 0 
for tube, the effect on standard deviation would be nearly two-thirds pet cent. 
This can be shown as follows :- 

- 1 df/drp = 
1 - e + 2 o f  

is the factor multiplying the observed d7/dtf. 

1 - 2 f  
Differentiating with reference to 0 this becomes - - whicb when 

(1-8 +28f )2  
8=0 gives (1-2 f) d 0  as the error in dfldcp. This varies from + d 8 at  f=O 
to - d 8 a t  f=l  the significant deviation amounting to about two thirds d 8. 

As tubular cordite. gives a straight lipe fit to within 1 per cent., one might 
take 0 for tubes in closed vessel as zero & 0.91 6 

d 

Regularity of- burning splintering, end burning etc. From the inspec- 
tion point of view, this is very important. Unfortunately no cordite is 
perfect. Thus a standard burning curve has to be chosen for the com- 
parison. Only qualitative results are available so far. But with a new 
method of recording rate of pressure-rise-time curves, it has been found possible 
to record interesting differences very clearly, between digerent lots of cordite. 
Thgmethod is being followed up quantitatively. 

Delayed ignition. Ignitability of cordite is an important property taken 
for granted. Unfortunately, due probably to somewhat larger percentages of 
surface moisture, some cordites ignite somewhat after others, giving erratic 



burning rates a ~ d  .~weBEmes , 4 4 g  put ~.~&ttsnt fim t-be g*, ; The delay 
bet\\ een the application of tlie dandrrrd dame j.e., almost .the same as the 
flame of the cordite and th'e ignition of  cordite is e<sq"siljr"86Giied 'in €116 first 
stages of the presst~re-time record. This is being follswed kp*?€? ~<i.rk&, . 

For moderated powders -and powders with 'porous struckes wibh or 
without moderation, no methods are yet available either for computation or 
study. As these form an increasing part of newer types; met@& would have 
to be devised for their quantitative measmemen+s and  heck - -, up. . " - 

+ ' ,* 

In addit'ioo many propellants though n6t pl&stii jn':thk usut$'sease, are 
sufficiently plastic to be deformed u&r the' pessure ,diffkremes himeen 
their hollow interiors and outside. For example, Aome tubular corditks can 
bulge with differences of pressure of only 2-3 atmospheres. Them pfdssures 
seem available easily under burnipg.cor.ditions, No ,comput&io~al or ex- 
perimental method exists to take account of these* beha?iours which would 
affect the web size seriously. The closed vessel see-&- to be' attaptable for . 
all t h c s ~  problems, if the expeyiments are suitably designed. 




